


reliable and affordable power to Ontario to hedge against geographic realities and climate

and procure human 

survival needs.

It was not intended to be usurped for private revenue streams and hold the peoples of

Ontario hostage 

and using our inherent need for survival as tool for unjust current and future windfall

enrichment.

That's what criminals do.

The power distribution system paid for by the public was never meant to be a for-profit

organization or, 

a revenue stream for Governments. 

It was designed, built and paid for by the public to service only the peoples of

Ontario.

When a CEO makes 4.6 million complaining about aging infrastructure at the same time,

that's just nonsense 

and pompous reckless arrogance.

If the OEB, despite having amble resourses, cannot rationalize that the slightest increase

has a macro economic

effect on everything we buy, even insurance and brokerage fees increase because of it, the

current actors

should never be allowed to make decision that affect the public.

Breach of trust by public officer

122 Every official who, in connection with the duties of his/her office, commits fraud or
a breach of trust is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five
years, whether or 
not the fraud or breach of trust would be an offence if it were committed in relation to
a private person.

R.S., c. C-34, s. 111.



As you know, the Crown can no longer dismiss the charges, and a hearing must take place.
The Appeals 
Court of Ontario unanimously upheld Justice Marchall's ruling and the publics right to
proceed outside the 
Crown for the purpose of public protections and the inherent human right to seek justice,
when justice or 
enforcement is willfully absent.

We do know what the new crimes in Canada look like today. The end result is the same,
deprivation procured
by deceit. There is a difference between policy decisions and unjust market enrichment. The
OEB has decidedly
chosen to foster the latter.

Ontarians cannot continue to suffer the liability and allow those whom have infiltrated our
commissions and 
legislature to occupy a position to "not to do a thing" for the public, and act with such utter
contempt for 
the peoples of Ontario to be allowed to continue making decisions on our behalf.

There will be no more of, Hydro One or any other industry submitting applications,
manipulating the process
for increases and then later informing customers, "we have to charge you more, it's the
law".

So, since the OEB is arms-length from the public and the Government of Ontario provides
no oversite, we can
infer that the OEB works for the industry but, pretends to service and is paid for by the
public, as an ongoing
subterfuge until redirected.

For the Premier, Ministers, this means any election "promises" this time around will not
have to be honored, 
and the public will remedy the deceit of  "Bait & Switch" to gain office in our own way,
especially if your 
successful.

Nothing in this email is asking you to do anything differently, continue doing what you have
demonstrated 
in past elections and regulate the public to be compliant to a few favorite corporations
wishes, continue to 
serving the industry pretending your serving the interests of the public.

Regards,

Frank Jakubowski
Dundalk, Ontario




